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DEVELOPMENT OF NEG COATING FOR RHIC EXPERIMENTAL
BEAMTUBES*
D. Weiss#, P. He, H.C. Hseuh, R. Todd, BNL, Upton, NY, 11973 U.S.A.
Abstract
As RHIC beam intensity increases beyond original
scope, pressure rises have been observed in some regions.
The luminosity limiting pressure rises are associated with
electron multi-pacting, electron stimulated desorption and
beam induced desorption. Non-Evaporable Getter (NEG)
coated beamtubes have been proven effective to suppress
pressure rise in synchrotron radiation facilities. Standard
beamtubes have been NEG coated by a vendor and added
to many RHIC UHV regions. BNL is developing a
cylindrical magnetron sputtering system to NEG coat
special beryllium beamtubes installed in RHIC
experimental regions. It features a hollow, liquid cooled
cathode producing power density of 500W/m and
deposition rate of 5000 Angstrom/hr on 7.5cm OD
beamtube. The cathode, a titanium tube partially covered
with zirconium and vanadium ribbons, is oriented for
horizontal coating of 4m long chambers. Ribbons and
magnets are arranged to provide uniform sputtering
distribution and deposited NEG composition. Vacuum
performance of NEG coated tubes was measured. Coating
was analyzed with energy dispersion spectroscopy, auger
electron spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy.
System design, development, and analysis results are
presented.

INTRODUCTION
RHIC has a circumference of 3.8 km and comprises two
interweaving rings for counter rotating beams. The two
rings intersect at six locations. Superconducting magnets
operating at 4.2K occupy >80% of each ring. The
remaining beamline is warm straight sections of ~1.5 km,
including 24 standard and 18 common regions.

Each standard warm section is 34m long. The 18
common regions include 6 interaction regions (IR), and
12 final focusing regions to steer the beams to collisions
in the IR. The design vacuum of the warm sections is
<5x10-10 torr [1][2]. Warm section beamlines bracketing
each IR are shown in Figure 2. Warm sections are
pumped by ion pumps and titanium sublimation pumps.
The pumping speed at the pump inlet is ~500 l/s for active
gases such as CO and H2. Due to the small linear
conductance of the beam tubes, effective pumping speeds
are in the order of tens l/s·m for H2 and a few l/s·m for
CO. With few exceptions the warm sections are in-situ
bakeable up to 250qC. Average pressures of the warm
sections without beam are below the design vacuum level.

Figure 2: Typical RHIC blue and yellow beam lines,
highlighting warm & cold bore vacuum regions
symmetrical about each IR.
Pressure rises of several decades have been observed in
warm sections as intensity rose above the original RHIC
specification in the last few years. Beam induced pressure
rises have lead to high detector background rates and was
a major luminosity-limiting factor for RHIC [3]. Modest
improvement in the intensity threshold was realized
following numerous bakeouts. As RHIC intensity goals
continue to climb measures to suppress pressure rises are
sought. Improvement of the vacuum systems during
subsequent shutdowns included NEG coated beamtubes
installed at the warm straight sections [3].

NON-EVAPORABLE GETTER TUBES
NEG Considerations for RHIC
To increase the effective pumping speed and combat
beam induced pressure rises, linearly distributed pumps in
the form of a NEG coating are specified [3]. Distributed
pumping is more effective than additional discrete pumps
where little transverse space is available for large ion
pumps and the longitudinal conductance is small. NEG
coatings provide effective pumping speed of 102 l/s·m and
also reduce the secondary electron yields, and the electron
and ion desorption rates [4].
Figure 1: RHIC ring schematic.
___________________________________________
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NEG Coating of Standard Beam Tubes
Originally developed by CERN, a low activation
temperature NEG coating process is applied routinely to
chambers by SAES and ESRF [4]. Over 250 meters of
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stainless steel beam tubes in 5m long sections has been
coated by SAES and installed in RHIC. SAES applies the
NEG film ~ one microns thick on a vertical coating setup,
via magnetron sputtering process using twisted wires of
zirconium, vanadium and titanium as the cathode. The
NEG film can be activated at a modest temperature of
~200C. Figure 3 illustrates the low activation temperature
range of compositions [5]. Activation at 200C is
conveniently integrated into the RHIC in-situ bakeouts.
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Figure 5: NEG sputter coating facility schematic.

NEG Cathode Design
The cathode is composed of a titanium tube partially
covered with 0.5m long and 0.5mm thick ribbons of
zirconium and vanadium. Each ribbon is roll-formed into
a helix. The ribbon widths and helix pitch angle are
specified to establish the desired sputtering composition
based on the sputter yields provided in Figure 6 for the
expected sputtering voltage. A section of the 4 meter long
NEG cathode is pictured in Figure 7.
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Figure 3: Acceptable coating composition range (red)
and BNL sputter sample results indicated within.

NEG Coating of Experimental Beam Tubes
Standard 12 cm diameter 304L stainless steel beam
tubes are very robust. Constructed mainly of thin-wall
beryllium with various brazed transitions, the 7cm
diameter RHIC experimental beam tubes are quite fragile.
The replacement cost and lead time, coupled with existing
BNL sputtering capability led BNL to develop in-house
NEG coating capability.

Magnetron Sputtering Facility
A magnetron sputter coating facility developed at BNL
for TiN coating SNS chambers was adapted NEG film
application. Chambers are oriented exclusively in the
horizontal position throughout the process as shown in
Figure 4.
Figure 6: Sputter yields for NEG elements [6].

Figure 7: Section of the 4m long NEG cathode.
Figure 4: Magnetron sputtering set-up for NEG coating of
4.0m long x 7.6cm ID RHIC experimental beryllium
beam tubes. Shown is the stainless steel test beamtube
with distributed viewports.
Similar to the TiN coating facility, the NEG coating
facility utilizes a coaxial hollow liquid-cooled cathode.
Permanent magnet strings are contained within the hollow
cathode to enhance ionization as shown schematically in
Figure 5.

Ribbons and magnets are arranged to provide uniform
sputtering distribution and deposited NEG composition.
The sputtering uniformity is estimated using a cosine
distribution assuming each magnet in the string is a point
source. Spacers between magnets of a string used for
coating large diameter chambers are eliminated to
improve the longitudinal uniformity on the smaller
diameter experimental beam tubes. Predicted coating
uniformity is shown in Figure 8.
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bakeout and activation process. Following bakeout, the
NEG coated tube temperature is elevated to 200C to
activate the NEG film. Naturally, a reduction in pressure
on both sides of the orifice is observed following bakeout,
but solid evidence of NEG activation is observed via the
pressure inversion across the orifice following activation
as observed in Figure 11.
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Establishing and sustaining the discharge along the full
length in the 7.6cm diameter beam tube is achievable with
this latest cathode design and is verified by viewing
through the distributed viewports as seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Cosine coating distribution. Magnets modeled as
individual sources. Total distribution, shown in red,
achieved by superposition of several magnet sources.
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Figure 11: Typical pressure and temperature vs time
profile for NEG sample tube and control volume, showing
pressure inversion following NEG activation.

Figure 9: Typical discharge observed at all viewports of
test beam tube using the 1” diameter supported cathode.

Energy dispersive spectroscopy scans reveal coating
composition is within the targeted range. Sample results
in Figure 12 give a Ti-Zr-V wt% composition of 17-5726.

A high current of ~10A is required to initiate a uniform
discharge along the entire 4m length. The current is
subsequently reduced to a few amps for the duration of
the coating process. In the absence of viewports for
actual beam tube coating, thermocouples distributed along
the surface of the beam tube for bakeout monitoring serve
indicators of a local temperature rise when the discharge
is established nearby.

NEG Coating Results

Figure 12: EDS results for NEG coated coupon.

Vacuum performance of NEG coated sample tubes was
measured using a test set-up shown in Figure 10.
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Existing BNL sputtering technology, has been adapted
to apply NEG film to RHIC experimental beamtubes.
Reduced risk is realized with the ability to apply NEG
films in-house. Improvement of the RHIC beam vacuum
and increases in RHIC luminosity are expected [3].
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